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1: Tina Louise - So Much More Than Just a Pretty Face!
More than just a pretty face definition is - being attractive but also having other good qualities, such as intelligence. How
to use more than just a pretty face in a sentence. being attractive but also having other good qualities, such as
intelligence.

The words "Greek Isles" evoke visions of sun-bleached houses shoulder-to-shoulder against a hillside with a
mesmerizing view of glittering blue water. But with more than Greek islands scattered across the Aegean and
Ionian seas, where do you start? Once a complete island like its neighbors, it was a volcano that blew its top
thousands of years ago, creating a giant caldera. Today its whitewashed villages crowd the dramatic ridges of
this crater as if jostling to enjoy the views. And Santorini offers much more than the vistas made famous on
postcards -- its wonders include countryside wineries, ancient archaeological sites, and unforgettable beaches.
The village of Oia is the quintessence of Greek Island charm. Pronounced "EE-ah," this idyllic ensemble of
whitewashed houses and blue domes delicately drapes itself over a steep slope at the top of a cliff. Viewpoints
here are some of the most iconic in the Greek seas, and photographers clamor for just the right angle. Artists
fall in love with Oia and move in. At the quiet end of town, the old windmill evokes a more rustic age gone
by. And the cliffside cocktail bars provide a romantic stage where tourists gather for each Santorini sunset. It
seems, at least in most photographs, that Santorini towns like Oia are nothing but white. The whitewash, while
scenic today, was originally practical: White reflects the powerful heat of the sun. And I love the way the blue
and white of the townscape seem inspired by the colors of the Greek flag. Dwellings here were originally
humble caves. With little building material on the island, it just made sense to dig into the cliffs. These "cave
houses," surrounded by air-filled pumice, are naturally insulated -- staying cool in summer and warm in
winter. Gradually these cheapest bits of real estate were developed and, with tourism, they became expensive
homes, hotels, and restaurants. Thousands of years before the idea of tourism, Santorini was home to the
largest city outside Crete in the Minoan-era world, dating back to the earliest documented civilization in the
Aegean third to second millennium B. But in around B. The Bronze Age city, near the modern-day town of
Akrotiri, is still being excavated, with more than 30 buildings now viewable in a well-designed structure. Only
3 percent of the site has been unearthed. Visitors explore the excavation site on ramps that let you climb
around and through the streets of the prehistoric city. Careful observers can pick out sidewalks, underground
sewage systems, and ceramic vases left behind. As they have since ancient times, vintners here shape the live
vines into protective baskets designed to enable the vines to both collect the dew and survive the wind. The
fruit of the Santorini vine is both hearty and sweet, and there are a dozen or so wineries where casual visitors
can sip and take in the views. When it comes to enjoying the Santorini beaches, visitors have options made
interesting by the unusual volcanic geology. Two black-sand beaches flank the steep mountain at the
southeastern corner of the island. White Beach, in front of a backdrop of chalky cliffs, is accessible
exclusively by boat. Red Beach, given its distinctive color by iron deposits, can be reached by a demanding
hike around the bluff. Chelidonia Traditional Villas, surrounded by bougainvillea, burrow into the cliff face in
the heart of Oia splurge, www. Kamares Apartments, with warm and attentive service, is a dreamy oasis in
Fira splurge, www. Roka is a humble little taverna with a colorful courtyard and a terrace with views in Oia
moderate, www. Nikolas oozes a family-run taverna vibe, specializing in casseroles and other Greek classics
in Fira moderate, tel. Buses reach the main towns, sights, and beaches but can be extremely crowded,
especially in peak season. Driving around the island is easy. Email him at rick ricksteves.
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2: Santorini: More than just a pretty face
More Than Just a Pretty Face: Unmasking Furry Fandom Recent research debunks common misconceptions of the
furry community. Posted May 12,

How do they internalize the demand to be "picture-perfect"? And what about the stereotype that they are
brainless mannequins? A Boston-bred street kid known as Marky Mark shot an underwear campaign that left
little to the imagination. The client was Calvin Klein, the photographer Herb Ritts, the body as chiseled as
Adonis and the face bad-boyishly handsome. And so, the male model was born. Up until this era, male models
were used mainly as props or accessories to the female models, who, during the days of disco, amidst a
feminist revolution and the economic boom of the s, sat at the helm of the cult of beauty. Millions of
consumers began to worship these women and the lifestyles they represented, and for good reason. By , a year
before Marky Mark "dropped trou" for the cameras, the world recognized the most famous female models as
"super," not only for their preternatural beauty and notoriety, but for the fiscal control they had over their
careers and the industry. Before you dismiss this piece as a an homage to symmetrical bone structure and a
well-used gym membership, let me disclose to you my reasons for investigating the world of male models.
However, more than my vain proclivities, I was struck by the idea that male models experience what
non-model women experience on a daily basis; namely, judgment on their looks in an overt and unforgiving
manner. By now, we are all keenly aware of how female models are ravaged by life-threatening eating
disorders and how this trickles down into the lives of women who are forced by the omnipresent idealization
of beauty to emulate the billboards, commercials and campaigns that try to sell us more glamorous, sexy and
therefore meaningful lives. But what about the men in the same industry? Are they faced with the same
pressures of being a "product"? What toll do these notions take on their self-esteem? In an anecdotal fashion, I
answer the above queries and delve into how these male models respond to on-the-job sexual pressures, how it
feels to be objectified, how they process anxiety, how modeling has affected their ability to be intimate with
others and how they relate to women. Even the most handsome men can be insecure about their looks. Things
like skin, mood and outfits can make you feel bad. The trick is to have clothes that you like, have a good
shower and make yourself super clean. Shampoo your hair twice, shave, brush your teeth -- put a conscious
effort into making yourself look good. You can also talk to someone you know admires you. The secret to
being confident is being confident. Male models are susceptible to eating disorders and body dysmorphia, just
like women. Aaron Johnson , 31, currently a DJ and looking to get back into the modeling industry he was
formerly with Q Management speaks out about what he now identifies as an eating disorder. The entire time I
was working as a model full-time, I was extremely thin. It was that very day that I realized I was starting to get
a little bit older and that my metabolism was beginning to catch up with me. I was very heavily involved in
nightlife at the time, and DJ-ing four nights a week or so for more than six hours a night, and with that came a
lot of drinking. Without realizing it, I had developed a beer gut. On the day of the shoot, the photographer and
assistant kept telling me to suck in my stomach and actually to walk around like all the time to lose the gut but
the client was unable to use any of the shots. He actually had to set up an entirely new shoot with a different
model. As for other models, Lukianov hits the gym twice a day for a minimum of two hours, five times a
week, doing tons of cardio. As for his diet, he eats small meals every three hours and excludes sweets, carbs
and alcohol. A model who did not want to be identified admitted to using Adderall on a daily basis, especially
during Fashion Week when he attends up to 10 castings per day. Male models struggle to be taken seriously.
Some male models experience the same negotiation of power, which in turn affects self-esteem and a desire to
change the way other people perceive them. For the most part, the biggest pressure I felt was ever being taken
seriously. Anytime I would try to talk about my ideas or ambitions outside of the modeling industry or party
world I was treated with a proverbial pat on the head and a patronizing smirk. Male models live under constant
stress and anxiety. However, he chooses to use this anxiety to his benefit. Sometimes castings, go-sees and
jobs combined with your regular day can be really stressful. Sometimes you have to be in three places at once
or have only minutes to get from one end of the city to the other. Then add in the pressure to perform and
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make the client happy and it all can be too much at times. Fashion week is that pressure on steroids!
Personally I have found a way of using this pressure and stress as an extra motivation by adapting certain
rituals like listening to music, tuning out all the other noise and just focusing on what I my ultimate goals. I
also stay in the moment by challenging myself to do better and keep smiling! I think in this industry,
regardless of male or female, you have to find a way to make stress and pressure work in your favor, almost
embrace it. Just as women organize their daily lives around negotiating outdated and unrealistic paradigms of
femininity, we must remember that gender is a relational category. Still, it is only recently that our culture has
begun to critique the standards that define masculinity as harmful. When it comes to "looks," the success of
male models as an industry is attributed to the items they are hired to sell. Do I feel masculine? Just ask the
girl in my bed. But seriously, I look good because I have the clothes, the products, the styling, the swag. None
of this is an accident. Still, even though male models are being paid to cater to a changing face and body of
masculinity one that is achieved with certain products , not all of our culture is willing to share the viewpoint
of the model quoted above. If I never hear the Blue Steel joke again it will be too soon. As someone with a
little experience behind the camera under my belt, especially in shoots that involve showing skin or getting
intimate with a scene partner, I can say that the experience is interesting. Johnson and Himmelstein agree. I
think she kinda liked it. Lukianov, who is in a committed relationship, shares this anecdote: I have to draw
lines. Male models may relate better to women than non-models. Who better to understand the illusion than a
male model? By the way, most of them have other jobs to supplement the costs of living in New York City.
The more hyper-critical our culture is about looks, the more hyper-vigilant we have to be about tuning out the
noise.
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3: Puppetry - More Than Just a Pretty Face - ALSC Blog
Do you think celebrities are more than just a "pretty face?" Should they just "shut up and dribble?" This post reflects the
views and experiences of the author, and is intended to start a conversation.

Until recently, our understanding of facial aesthetics has been confined to the fields of philosophy and art.
Now neuroscientists and psychologists are tackling the question: What are the laws of human attraction?
Scottish psychologist David Perrett from the University of St. Andrews has attempted to research the alluring
push-and-pull of attraction. At first Perrett was met with concerned skepticism from people in his field â€”
some argued it should not be studied, other insisted that it could not be studied. But Perrett, if his shock of
neon-red- dyed hair is any indication, is an academic rebel who never listened to naysayers. Our preference for
beauty may be innate When two-day old infants â€” who have not yet been conditioned to prefer certain facial
features â€” are tested, researchers find the preference for attractive images already exists. When these
newborns, who still have very poor eyesight, are shown two pairs of faces of varying degrees of beauty, the
babies almost always prefer the faces that adults also find more attractive. There are several explanations for
this, including that average is perceived as more normal and less likely to be harboring genetic diseases and
average is familiar most people like things they are used to. Flaws are not always bad Though most studies
show that people are generally attracted to symmetrical facial features and body types several studies even
show that those who are symmetrical tend to be fitter, happier and more productive sexually , sometimes flaws
are actually beneficial to perceptions of beauty. When there is asymmetry in the right places a lopsided smile,
for example , these faces are preferred over symmetrical ones. There are plausible explanations, Perrett
explains â€” the more normal a face is, the more forgettable it is. He also adds that highly symmetrical smiles
can come off as seeming plastic or false think: Asymmetrical facial features can appear to be more genuine,
and therefore, more appealing. We hit our peak at 8 months When taking into account general attraction not
sexual, just faces , babies who are around 8 months of age are at their cutest. Their massive forehead and
diminutive chin are key characteristics that make a baby attractive â€” and at this point in development, the
forehead is at its biggest compared to the body. Still, not all 8-month-old babies are equally cute ask any
parent. Babies that rate high on the cuteness scale have a smaller chin, wider eyes and look younger than their
less-cute counterparts. But why be so cute at 8 months? Self-doubting women want a girly man Women who
rated themselves low in the attractiveness scale tended to ignore symmetry and masculinity and often went
after men with more feminine appearance, explained Perrett. This might be a self-fulfilling prophecy, as
women with low self-confidence might experience a feedback loop when they are snubbed by more masculine
men who typically have more possible mates and get lucky with feminine ones. But does it work the other way
around? Studies are still inconclusive, but so far there have been suggestive links between men who lack
confidence and more masculine women, Perrett says. Almost everyone, men and women, rated it more
attractive. Although we do know what makes a man masculine â€” enlarged head, chin, nose and jawline â€”
this is not necessary attractive to all opposite-sex mates. Forget plastic surgery, eat vegetables Perrett is
heading up several studies that show the link between eating lots of fruits and veggies and high ratings on the
attraction scale. When humans eat veggies, the hue of the skin of most people of European descent tinges
toward yellow not Snooki yellow, just a touch. According to a study released last year, if you increase the
level of fruits and vegetables by four to five portions a day, there was a detectable improvement in
attractiveness ratings. That one night stand is written on your face Our faces give dramatic insight into almost
every aspect of our lives, diet, lifestyle â€” even sex habits. All guessers fared better than average in the tests.
But it was women who did the best â€” especially when they were sussing out the sexual behaviors of other
women. So, how is this done? Another theory is that masculinity might be a sign one that has a positive
correlation with number of partners in males, and a negative correlation in women. Freud was onto something
For a person who has a positive relationship with her parents, there is often a correlation between the
appearance of the father and a chosen partner, Perrett says. This is true for both sexes. However, most
interestingly, recent research has found that if a woman has a younger brother she will be less likely to pursue
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mates that look like her father. Perrett theorizes that this has to do with general mechanisms that prevent
incest.
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4: More Than Just a Pretty Face | THRED
More than Just a Pretty Face is a 31 day devotional on the book of Esther. Karen Morerod does a wonderful job of
blending Bible study and practical application. Each day includes devotional thoughts on the book of Esther, as well as
practical (and often humorous) application for women today.

Noticing my bright green eyes, tan skin, charming smile and a nicely put together physique. Pretty, sexy,
gorgeous have been terms used to express me. As much as I respect the compliments, I am deeper than an
image. There are many individuals who miss the woman I am, the soul I sincerely have. Imagine going into an
art gallery, so many lovely articulate paintings overlooked by more loud collaborative paintings. There is a
beautiful message behind the delusion. If you fixate on my image, not penetrating beyond my exterior, you
miss my value. The beauty is in the message of my soul. I realized early in life that being pretty is generally
more of a burden than a benefit. When meeting people, they grow interested in me because I appeal to their
eyes. Being pretty becomes a disturbance, blocking out the ability of others getting to appreciate me for my
inner radiance. From everyday situations to important career outcomes such as employment interviews, it
astonishes me how much an outside image effects people. Landing a position based on my pretty appearance,
not seeing I have the intellect to back it up. I was acknowledged as the cheerleader and not the softball player
because I know how to put on lipstick and twirl my hair. Pretty is described as attractive in a subtle way
without being really beautiful. Pretty has a unique definition to each individual. Everyone sees differently with
the eyes. I believe, pretty comes from within. An attractive physical appearance means nothing if you have an
awful heart. Pretty is vague, I demand to be recognized and acknowledged as very much more than an
expression with such vague context. I am a genuine beauty. Beautiful from the inner surface of my heart. I am
intellectual, confident, a dream chaser, determined, loving, warm-hearted, devoted, independent. A daughter, a
sister, a noble friend, a learner and forever a shoulder to everyone that desires it to lean on. My advice to every
woman out there, you are more than just a pretty face. Realize that, enforce it, and live up to those words every
day.
5: I Am More Than Just A Pretty Face. â€“ thegirlwhofearoblivion
The ideal that a pretty young woman should feel that she has to prove that she is" more than a pretty face" is a comment
on our society in general. From reading this blog, I have a strong feeling that there is so much more that you have to
offer.

6: More Than Just a Pretty Face - MC Peaches | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Chances are Santorini is the island you're picturing. Once a complete island like its neighbors, it was a volcano that blew
its top thousands of years ago, creating a giant caldera.

7: More than just a pretty face
Pretty is vague, I demand to be recognized and acknowledged as very much more than an expression with such vague
context. Although my face to you may be "pretty", pretty I am not. I am a genuine beauty.

8: Windows Vista: more than just a pretty face | Ars Technica
More Than A Pretty Face is happy to offer Intimate Bleaching. Pigmentation in the intimate areas is determined by
genetics, but can be influenced by a number of factors, including hormones, pregnancy, age, and waxing.

9: I Am So Much More Than Just A Pretty Face | Thought Catalog
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THE smoke hangs thickly in the air and it is pitch dark. In the aftermath of an emergency landing, you're holding on to a
line of survivors and air crew members, walking between seats, listening and hearing for the calls of other passengers
and gathering them together while searching for the elusive exit.
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